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Abstract 

Traffic is a major source of pollutant emission in cities. In order to evaluate the air quality in urban areas it is 
necessary to use appropriate traffic flow and exhaust emission models. In air quality studies, the common approach of 
constant average emission intensity is used for describing emission along a whole road i.e. one road – one linear 
source. This approach can not be used in case of analysing local air pollution caused by traffic on roads between 
intersections and on roads with input or outputs.  

In the paper a method of dividing road on several segments is presented. Each segment represents linear source 
of emission. The method enables modelling of exhaust pollutant emission intensity taking into account its local 
changes. The average speed of traffic flow and density of vehicles is obtained from microscopic traffic flow model. 
Next, average exhaust pollutant emission intensity is calculated using the average emission factor method (European 
models COPERT or INFRAS can be applied). Some calculation results are presented in the paper as well. The 
algorithm of dividing road on segments using microscopic traffic flow model presented in the paper is a solution 
which enables more precisely identification of regions in which the exhaust emission is high and the permissible 
concentration of vehicle exhaust pollutant can be exceed. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In many countries, in Poland too, there have been considerable problems in urban areas to 
maintain the air quality in a satisfactory state. The rapid development of particularly individual 
transport has resulted in very busy roads, with traffic intensity exceeding several thousand vehicle 
per hour on main roads. The increase of vehicles on the roads has caused excessive congestion and 
simultaneously the concentration of exhaust pollutants in many cities had exceeded permissible 
levels given by EU and WHO. As had been reported in [10], almost 30% urban inhabitants in 
Europe lives in zones where permissible levels of NOx and ozone have been exceeded. 

The total quantity of vehicle exhaust pollutants emitted in urban areas is closely connected to 
the density of traffic, technological efficiency of vehicles, quality of fuel, and quality of road 
network and road surface. Essential criteria are also the number of intersections, waiting time at 
traffic lights, and situation and volume of parking spaces.  

Therefore, exhaust emission of harmful substances as results of combustion process and 
pollutants formed into atmosphere as a result of chemical reactions can be only limited by using 
effective organisation of road infrastructure and management of traffic in urban areas.  

Calculation of exhaust emission using traffic flow and emission models makes the base of 
knowledge for any air quality activities. Traffic flow models are using in order to describe traffic 
conditions i.e. traffic density, average speed and other input parameters to the emission models. 
Computational simulations with traffic flow models enable testing of new traffic scenario as  
a result of changes in traffic organisation. In connection with computational modelling of exhaust 
emission, local authorities can analyse effectiveness of new solution regarding minimisation the 
influence of traffic on air quality in selected areas. The paper presents a method using both traffic 
flow and emission model for calculation of average exhaust pollutant emission intensity. 
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2. The emission model 
 

In general, existing emission models can be classified according to different criteria such as: 
structure of the model, spatial scale in which the model is used, input data, purpose of the model 
etc.[1]. Emission models are generally constructed for certain categories of vehicles and not for 
individual vehicles; categories are made up of vehicles whose emissions are similar. The criteria 
for classification of vehicles in various categories in European models are the following: purpose 
of the vehicle (PC, LDV, HDV, Bus etc.), generally accepted vehicle size (defined by: engine 
capacity for PCs and LDVs, vehicle mass for HDVs and Buses), engine type (SI, CI) and technical 
level regarding ecological properties (ECE emission legislation) [2, 5, 12, 17]. 

Existing emission models according to structure of the model can be classified as follows [1]: 
- aggregated models, 
- average speed models, 
- traffic situation models, 
- regression models, 
- modal models. 

Analysis of the emission models leads to the conclusion that two basic methods are used. 
Those methods differ in relation between emission and parameters describing vehicle operation 
[14, 18]:  
- instantaneous emission method applied in modal models, 
- average emission factor method applied in other models. 

Among existing emission models, those based on the average emission factor method are often 
used in many studies which concern modelling of exhaust emission for real traffic. The main 
reason of that is the database of emission factor which is available for many different vehicle 
categories. Therefore, also in air quality studies, models applied the average emission factor 
method are commonly using for predicting air quality [3].  

In the method presented here the average speed model has been used. Emission factors were 
obtained from dynamic characteristics with the method presented in paper [4]. In this type of 
emission model average speed is the only decisive parameter used in estimating emission values 
for a given category of vehicles, i.e. average emission factor is presented as a function of average 
speed. The course of the average emission factor as a function of speed is quite similar for 
different categories of vehicles and exhaust pollutants but differs in terms of absolute values. 
Highest emission values are observed for both: low and high average speeds. The high emission 
value in the range of low average speeds results from the high dynamics of such motion. In the 
range of medium speed values the emission value is lowest. However, in the range of high speeds, 
it rises because of the large load and engine speed. More detailed analysis can be found in papers 
[6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17]. 
 
3. Calculation of exhaust emission  
 

In order to make an appropriate modelling of exhaust emission on a road using the average 
emission factors one should know density of vehicles, average speed in certain time period and 
length of queue of vehicles in front of signalised intersection. In case of modelling air quality for 
existing road these parameters can be measured experimentally. However, in prognostic studies 
these parameters can be achieved only from traffic simulation. The traffic flow models provide 
information about dynamic behaviour of traffic flow which is a crucial factor determining exhaust 
emission on road, especially on road with signalised intersections.  

Dynamic behaviour of traffic flow can be taken into account directly in air quality modelling 
using emission models which based on instantaneous emission method or indirectly if model based 
on average emission factor method is applied. In the second case, it is necessary to use an 
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additional algorithm of dividing road on segments allowing spatial averaging of computational 
results. The algorithm is presented later. 

Total amount of emission in time period max,0 T  on road with length X  divided on -th 
segments, is calculated from the form: 

n

 dttx
T n

i
ii

max

0 1
,  (1) 

where:   
ix  - length of the i -th segment,  
ti  - average exhaust emission intensity per distance unit for i -th segment, calculated as 
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j
jjii vbqt ,
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where: 

iq  - traffic intensity on i -th segment, 

j  - fraction of j-th vehicle category in traffic, 

isj vb ,  - average emission factor for j-th vehicle category in dependency on traffic average speed 
 on i -th segment, isv ,

m  - number of vehicle categories in traffic. 
In order to calculate emission from equation (2) simulation of traffic flow has to be averaged 

over given time period in order to calculate representative for each segment values of  and . 
The time period depends on analysed spatial and time scale e.g. for spatial meso-scale air quality 
study it has to be 15 minutes [3].  

iq isv ,

 
3.1. Microscopic traffic flow model  
 

There are several types of traffic flow models. The classification of the models with respect to 
their resolution allows to distinguish microscopic, macroscopic and mesoscopic models. 
Microscopic traffic flow models regard single vehicles as atomic parts in contrary to macroscopic 
models which are based on equations for averaged quantities like vehicle density and average flux. 
So, the macroscopic models describe the whole traffic flow. The third type of models - mesoscopic 
can be treated as a bridge between micro and macro approach i.e. in mesoscopic models individual 
vehicles are moved according to dynamic laws that are governed by macroscopic quantities. 

In urban areas, for signalised traffic flow the microscopic traffic flow models are often used. 
On a microscopic scale, two types of motion of vehicles can be considered. The first type is the 
free motion of a vehicle, the second is the motion of a vehicle while interaction with another 
vehicle takes place. Such models may be discrete in time and space or only discrete in time. 
Because we are interested in modelling exhaust pollutant emission intensity on a road (more 
precisely along the road), the model can not be discrete in space. Therefore, the car-following type 
model is used in order to describe the dynamics of each individual vehicle as a function of the 
positions and velocities of the neighbouring vehicles. These models are generally quite complex 
and contain a number of free parameters. As was shown in [9], for emission calculation purposes 
the Krauss model is the optimal one. 

The Krauss model allows describing main features of traffic like free and congested flow. In 
each time step the speed of vehicle is adapted to the speed of the leading vehicle in a way that 
yields to collision-free system behaviour within the following simulation steps [16]. If we consider 
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two vehicles, leading vehicle A and following vehicle B (Fig. 1), speed of vehicle B in time ti  is 
given as maximum from two values: 

 )1()( ,0max i
B

i
B vv , (3) 

where:  
 - perturbation of desired speed , with value from range )1(, izad

Bv )1(,max,)1(, , izad
B

p
B

izad
B vatv ,  

)1(max, i
B

p
B va  - function of maximum acceleration of vehicle B in dependency on speed of vehicle 

B  in time step i-1, )1(i
Bv

 - a random number from range 1;0 . 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The leading vehicle A and the following vehicle B during motion 
 

The desired speed is computed as the minimum of the vehicle‘s possible maximum speed, the 
vehicle’s speed plus the maximum acceleration and the safe speed, i.e.:  
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where:  
)1(, ibez

Bv  - the safe velocity of vehicle B ,  
max

Bv  - allowing maximum speed of vehicle B. 

The safe speed of vehicle B in time ti )1(  of simulation is computed from equation [16]:  
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where:  
)1(i

Av  - speed of the leading vehicle in time step i-1, 

BT  - the driver reaction time of vehicle B, 
)1()1()1( i

BA
i

A
i

AB xSxdx  - distance to leading vehicle A in time step i-1, 
min
ABAA dxLS  - the effective length of leading vehicle A, is length of leading vehicle A and 

 is minimal distance between vehicles, 
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AB vavt  - the time of deceleration from )1(i
ABv  to 0 taking into account 

deceleration function )1(max, i
AB

o
B va  in time step i-1, 

2/)1()1()1( i
B

i
A

i
AB vvv  - the average speed of vehicles A and B in time step i-1.  

Simulation of traffic flow by using the Krauss model is possible after choosing the values of 
model parameters and . Values of these parameters have to be properly estimated in max,p

Ba max
Bv
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case of using traffic flow model in solving task of exhaust emission estimation. Beside dependency 
of these values for any vehicle category on engine and mass of vehicle, these values depend on: 
road gradient, weather conditions, additional mass or road surface. 

As was shown in [3] estimation of  and  with taking into account conditions 
mentioned above, provide to more realistic simulation of traffic dynamics and in consequence to 
better estimation of exhaust emission. A methodology which can be used for estimation the model 
parameters is presented in [9].  

max,p
Ba max

Bv

 
3.2. The algorithm of dividing road on segments 
 

In this section a method of dividing road on several segments is presented. Each segment 
represents linear source of emission. The method enables modelling of emission intensity with 
taking into account its local changes due to dynamic behaviour of the traffic. The algorithm with 
four basic steps is presented below. 
 

1° Let consider road with length X and its division on ni ,..,1 -th segments with length ix , as 
presented in Fig. 2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Descriptions used in the algorithm of dividing road on n-th segments 
 

2° Next, choose the length of time period T,  for averaging results from traffic flow model and 
simulate the traffic on considered road with 1 Hz frequency for saving changes in traffic density 

tki  and average speed of vehicles tvi  for each road segment, i.e for :..1 ni  are calculated: 
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where:  

ik  - density of vehicles in i -th segment,  

iL  - number of vehicles in i -th segment,  

iv  - average speed of vehicles in i -th segment,  
)( j

iv  - speed of vehicle belonged to j  category in -th segment.  i
 
3° In this step, for each road segment time average density and time average speed are calculated 
for time period T, : 
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and, using calculated values of time average density and time average speed for all segments, the 
average traffic flow in each segment is calculated: 
 

 
2
1

2
1 ,,

ii
xsxsi vkq . (8) 

 

4° Finally, the time average speed from (7.2) and the time average traffic flow (8) are used in 
equation (2) in order to calculate the average exhaust emission intensity for a linear source 
representing each segment during the T,  time period. 
 
4. Results of calculations  
 

In this chapter some results of simulations using the above algorithm of dividing road on 
segments are presented. In all cases considered, one way traffic flow on single-line road between 
two signalised intersections is modelling with the parameterised Krauss model. The traffic 
structure is considered as uniform i.e. only one vehicle category is used. The length of the time 
period for averaging results and modelling the average exhaust emission intensity is equal to 15 
minutes. The dynamic behaviour of traffic is determined by traffic signals on the inlet and outlet 
intersections. In Tab. 1 are presented the parameters of simulations which are constant for all 
cases. 
 

Tab. 1. The main parameters which are constant in all cases considered 

Parameter  Value 

X  Road length [m] 1000 

q  Traffic flow on the inlet [veh./h] 1000 

 Vehicle category PC with SI engine (EURO 1)

maxv  Allowing maximum speed [m/s] 13.9 
mindx  Minimal distance between vehicles [m] 2 

L  Length of each vehicle [m] 5 

ez tt ,  Duration of yellow and green signals respectively [s] 5, 50 

 
The aim of the computation is to show results of exhaust emission modelling for different 

traffic situations. Because is analysed uniform structure of the traffic, the behaviour of the traffic 
flow depends directly on formation and dissipation of queues due to traffic signals at outlet 
intersection. Formation and dissipation of queues result in changeable density of vehicles along the 
road and then of exhaust emission distribution. In order to show this, five different simulation 
cases are considered which differ in duration of red signal – Tab. 2. 
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Tab. 2. The duration of red signal for five simulation cases 

Simulation The duration of red signal [s] 
I 60 
II 65 
III 70 
IV 75 
V 80 

 

Computational traffic flow simulations was performed for each case considered using the 
algorithm of dividing road on segments presented in section 3.2. The road was divided on 
equidistance segments, each 20 meters long. In Fig. 3 are presented results of simulations - the time 
average density and the time average speed of vehicles in time period of 15 minutes along the road.  

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. The time average density and the time average speed of vehicles along the road 
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Analysis of the results shows significant changes in the time average density of vehicles and in 
the time average speed of vehicles according to the duration of red signal. Prolongation of the 
waiting time leads to longer queues at intersection and more congested traffic flow on the road. 

The average exhaust emission intensity of CO per distance unit calculated along the road for all 
cases considered is presented in Fig. 4. 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. The average exhausts emission intensity of CO per distance unit along the road 

 
Simulation results presented in Fig. 4 illustrate the changes in the average exhaust emission 

intensity along the road as a result of vehicle queues formation and dissipation. These results 
clearly indicate that the algorithm of dividing road on segments presented in this work, using 
accessible data about average emission factors, enables modelling of local air quality for spatial 
scale less than the length of the road.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 

Modelling the average exhaust emission intensity for a communication network is a base step 
in evaluation of influence of traffic on air quality. Requirements for input data for emission models 
and applied evaluation method depend on spatial scale of air quality study. If the influence of 
traffic is examined for urban areas, modellers should include fundamental phenomena of traffic in 
those regions such as queues, traffic jams etc. The algorithm of dividing road on segments using 
microscopic traffic flow model presented in the paper is a solution which enables more precisely 
identification of regions in which the exhaust emission is high and the permissible concentration of 
vehicle exhaust pollutant can be exceed. It should be noticed that for modelling of the average 
emission intensity one can used free of charge European emission model COPERT, nowadays in 
the fourth version [19].  
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